‘We chose the Gratnells SmartCase for our IET
Funded roaming Raspberry Pi kits, because we
wanted something that was robust, easy to carry,
ideal for our ambassadors to stack in the back of
their cars, and can be stored when not in use. The
SmartCase meets all of these needs for us, and it
hits a price point that was affordable for the project
that we had designed.
Gratnells was the obvious choice for us because the
SmartCase slots into all the school storage systems
that already use Gratnells, and they were more than
willing to work with us to create custom tooling for
our foam inserts to keep everything safe and secure.’
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Raspberry Pi Coding Kit by ExploreSTEM

David Whale - IET Schools Liaison Officer, Essex

Introducing the
new SmartCase™
from Gratnells.

SmartCase for indoors.
It’s a smart move.
™

Storage to go.

For classrooms and science labs SmartCase™ makes
perfect sense.
Science and technology experiments often use small
but expensive items for demonstrations and tests.
Sensors, handheld dynamos, thermo power units for
teaching energy conversion – these all need a safe and
secure means of transportation from storage facility to
the work area and back.
But that’s not a problem for SmartCase.™ It’s built to
cope with heavy educational use, day in, day out. With
its super-tough polypropylene exterior, together with
its customisable or bespoke foam inserts and plastic
dividers, equipment is protected from shock and kept
firmly in place.
That’s what makes it ideal for class kits too. Everything
from fossil sets to colouring pens and pencils fit into a
SmartCase.™ Contents can be separated into categories
for easy selection, and items removed and replaced
using the SmartCase™ as part of the work area, instead
of having to go back and forth to the storage area to
retrieve individual objects.
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So if you’re a class kit maker, what will you fit into our
new SmartCase™?
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SmartCase. All the storage benefits of a super-tough Gratnells tray.
But now, we’ve gone mobile.

SmartCase. A competitive advantage
over conventional storage.

When school classroom items and materials need to
be transported, the new Gratnells SmartCase™ has the
perfect answer.

But the SmartCase™ isn’t just another tray. Thanks to its
moulded handle, it can be carried easily, just like a case.
And once opened, the SmartCase™ reveals its contents
with ease. When school work is complete, snap the
SmartCase™ shut, and it’s ready to be returned to its
storage home.

Many storage solutions are built around inadequate
approaches to the safety and protection of components
and materials. Cardboard, flimsy plastic or other shortlived methods simply spell trouble for storing delicate
items in a school environment.

Think about it.

We’ve designed the SmartCase™ to be moved in and out
of Gratnells tray runners easily, whether they’re in a
frame, trolley or wooden furniture unit.

SmartCase™ is different. It’s designed to stand up to
the rigours of daily use in any classroom or science lab
setting. Its strong antistatic polypropylene casing gives
it a major advantage over other less able offerings.

We can print your logo (or your customer’s logo) on the
SmartCase™ top. We can create bespoke foam inserts
to accommodate equipment as well as other items.
And we can give you a choice of SmartCase™ colours,
including a mixed top and base combination.

™

Just like our standard range of world-famous Gratnells
trays, SmartCase™ is built for heavy educational handling.
And it fits into the same runners used on all our frames
and trolleys. Which means that the SmartCase™ will fit all
school furniture that uses Gratnells trays, worldwide.

™

And that means a sales proposition that’s as strong as
SmartCase™ itself.
If you’re a kit maker, wooden furniture manufacturer,
catalogue producer or distributor, there’s a place for
SmartCase™ in your product offering.

SmartCase for the great outdoors.
Elementary.
™

A new product that answers fully the need for safe
and secure mobile storage and transportation. With
customisation that sets you apart from the rest.

All from the company that is the undisputed global
leader in educational tray storage.
The new SmartCase™ from Gratnells. When it comes to
mobility, other storage gets left behind.

Custom printed logos

Wooden or metal furniture. If it’s Gratnells compatible,
SmartCase™ will fit in it.

Once on a bench or the
floor, its base feet, plus
top recesses, allows
SmartCase™ to be stacked,
reducing storage space.

When maximum protection from the elements
outside is needed, SmartCase™ is the solution.
For fieldwork and outdoor education, strong and
secure transportation of fragile materials and
equipment is vital. But in addition, defence from
the weather is also an important factor. Unlike
flimsy or makeshift storage products, everything
from data logging equipment to pond samples can
be safely stored inside the water-resistant casing
that SmartCase™ provides.
Damage to tablets, e-readers and other devices en
route can mean expensive replacements. But with
SmartCase™ each instrument can be carried with
ease and protected all the way. And with many
smaller devices, SmartCase™ can also accommodate
additional items such as micro SD cards, earphones
and other accessories. What’s more, when the
SmartCase™ is opened devices can be used without
ever having to remove them from their secure
foam-protected place.

Vu Data Logging Kit by
Data Harvest Group Ltd

So now, when it comes to storage that’s not only
safe and secure on site, you’ve also got the perfect
answer to mobile storage. Put another way, when
you compare the SmartCase™ to any other kind of
storage, it’s miles better.

Bespoke foam inserts

Logo for illustrative purposes only.

